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In this paper we will be concerned with the abstract semilinear equation 
i(@)(t) = Ax(@)(t) + F(t, x,(G)), t > r, x,(Q) = @, where A represents the 
infinitesimal generator of a linear C,+emigroup in a Banach space and x,(Q) 
denotes the segment of the solution x due to the initial function @ taken from ---co 
up to t. Conditions for existence, continuous dependence, and regularity of solutions 
are given which are independent of the topology of the phase space, as well as 
conditions which guarantee the compactness of bounded orbits, even if exp(At) is 
not compact for t > 0. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In the following, E denotes a real or complex Banach space with norm II.11 
and L(E) the Banach algebra of all bounded linear transformations of E into 
E. If H E L(E), /II HII1 denotes the operator norm of H. A: D, H E represents 
a closed linear operator with dense domain D, c E which generates a 
strongly continuous semigroup S(t) := exp(At), f > 0. The symbol X stands 
for a linear space such that E is a linear subspace of X, and Y denotes the 
linear space of all functions @: (-co, OJ ti X satisfying Q(O) E E. Then 
given a map F: D w B with nonempty domain D c R X Y we will be 
interested in solutions of the equation 
i(t) = Ax(t) + F(t, xt), x, = @, (1) 
where (r, @) E D are given initial data and x, has pointwise definition 
x,(s) := ~(t + s), s < 0. We will distinguish the following three types of a 
“solution” of (1): 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T > 0 and let x: [.r, 5 + r> H E be a continuous 
function such that the continuation of x onto (--a), s + T) by x(s) := 
@(s - r), s < r, satisfies (t, x,) E D for all t E [r, s + r). Then x is called 
(i) strict solution with initial data (r, @) if for all t E [r, r + T), 
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x(t) E D,, holds and the strong derivative i(t) exists such that (1) is satisfied 
fors<t<r+T; 
(ii) weakened solution with initial data (r, @) if for all t E (r, r + T), 
x(t) E D,, holds and the strong derivative i(t) exists and satisfies (1) for 
s<t<r+T; 
(iii) mild solution with initial data (r, @) if the map [r, r + 7) 3 t H 
F(t, x,) E E is continuous and x satisfies the integral equation 
x(t) = S(r ~ r) G’(O) t 1’ S(t - s) F(s, xs) ds, s<t<r+T. (2) 
IT 
By this definition we follow the terminology of Browder [2] and Krein 
I13 1. It should be noticed that many authors, e.g., Martin [ 14) and Pazy 
I15 1, use the name strict (or strong) solution for a weakened solution in our 
terminology. Results on existence, uniqueness, regularity, and compac- 
tification for abstract equations of the form (1) have been obtained by 
Fitzgibbon [ 5-8 ], Priiss [ 16 J, Travis and Webb [ 19-211, Webb [22], Brewer 
[ 1 ], and Dyson and Villella Bressan [4]. The case of infinite delay was 
considered in 14, 5, 7, 8. 16 ] but only for special topologies of D or for 
source terms F which have a special form. In 17, 81 the author assumes that 
D is a topological subspace of iF: X ?, where PC Y is the subspace of all 
uniformly continuous functions mapping (-co, 01 to E with the topology of 
the supremum-norm. In Il. 5 ] the authors use instead of p a space of 
strongly measurable functions mapping (-co, 0] to E which are bounded on 
I-Y, 0 1 for a certain r > 0. where the topology is generated by a norm of 
fading memory type (Y) := SUP~~.~,~~ /I Y(s)ll + i”, P(S) II ul(s)jl ds (cf. 
13, 9 I). Brewer [ 1 ] considered contraction-properties of the nonlinear 
evolution operator associated with Eq. (1). Priiss 1161 analysed the problem 
of existence and approximability of solutions of (1) in the case 
F(t, Y) := G t, Y(O), f” g(t t> 0. 
f 
By Definition 1.1 every strong solution is a weakened solution and every 
weakened solution is a mild solution. The last statement follows from the 
identity 
; (S(t - s) x(s)] = S(t - s)(i(s) - Ax(s)) = S(t - s) F(s, XJ 
by integration over the range r + c <s < t and passing over to the limit 
t‘ + 0. If the number T E (0, 00 ] in Definition 1.1 is maximal then we will 
call the interval [r, r + r) the existence-interval of the corresponding 
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solution. Since in .our terminology the “past history” Q(s) (s < 0) of the 
initial function may not have its range in E we have free scope for the choice 
of initial data. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF MILD SOLUTIONS 
It is the purpose of this section to propose a list of hypotheses which seem 
to be the simplest that guarantee both local existence and uniqueness of mild 
solutions and which have the advantage that no a priori restrictions of the 
initial data are necessary. Of course, these hypotheses imply that implicit 
conditions onto D and F be satisfied, but these conditions are in a natural 
way connected with the type of functionals that appear in the source term F. 
It will be convenient to introduce some abbreviations. Given K > 0 we 
define 
the Banach space of all continuous mappings from 10, ICI to E vanishing at 0 
with norm 
and 
the ball in C, with center at the origin and radius p. For given YE Y and 
11 E C, we will use the symbol Y V v to designate the prolongation of ‘f’by q 
which has pointwise definition 
(YV I?)(s) := Y(s), if s < 0, 
:= Y(0) + q(s), if 0 < s < K. 
Then (Y V v)~ E Y follows for all s E (0, K]. 
The above-mentioned hypotheses are the following: 
(Hl) A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
S(r) := exp(At) E L(E) (t > 0). 
(H2) For every (y, Y) E D there exist numbers K > 0 and p > 0 such that 
(1~ + s, (vl V v),~) E D for all s E 10, K ] and r] E B,.,. 
(H3) For every (y, Y) E D, K > 0, and q E C, such that (y + s, 
(Y V v)~) E D for all s E [O, K] it follows that the mapping 10, h:] 3 s t-+ 
F(K + s, (‘ir’ V q)?) E E is continuous. 
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(H4) For every (y, Y) E D there exist numbers K and p according to 
(H2) and a number L > 0 such that 
IIW + s3 (Y” VI) - FtY + s, (u’ ” V’M < L II v1 - V211K 
for all s E (0, K] and vi E B,., (i = 1, 2). 
From (HI) and a well-known theorem on C,-semigroups, cf. [ 11, 121, it 
follows that there exist numbers M> 1 and u E R such that 
III W)lll G M expb4 for all t > 0. (4) 
Hypothesis (H2) means that D is “open” in the sense that for every 
(y, Y) E D it is possible to perform a small prolongation of the time and of 
Y by small elements of C, without leaving D. Topologies on D in the case 
X = E which, if F is continuous, imply (H3) have been considered in [ 3, 9, 
17, 181. However, direct verification of (H3) is often easier than that via a 
generalized phase space. The Lipschitz condition (H4) is much less 
restrictive than a Lipschitz condition of the type 11 F(y, !P’) - F(y, ~‘)ll < 
(Y’ - Y2), where D c R x 17 and p c Y is a normed space with norm (.). 
Lipschitz conditions of this type have been considered in [ 1,5,6]. 
Hypothesis (H4), however, does not require any topological restrictions of 
D. Furthermore, the numbers K, p, and L may arbitrarily depend on 
(v, Y) E D. From the representation 
and (H3) it follows that, if (y, y,,) E D and y: [u, y + IC] t-+ E is continuous, 
the mapping [r, y + K] 3 t I-+ F(t, y,) E E is continuous, too. 
The domain D of the source term is in genera1 too large in the sense that 
infinitely many initial functions may belong to the same solution 
x: 1r,7 + 7) ++ E. For example, this happens if the delay does not exceed a 
fixed number r > 0. Thus it is reasonable to introduce the following 
equivalence for initial functions: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (t, @) and (r, Y) both belong to D. Then we say 
that @ is r-equivalent to Y, written @ -T Y, if Q(O) = Y(0) and for all K > 0 
and 7 E C, such that both (r + s, (@ V v),) and (r + s, (Y V q),) belong to D 
for all s E [0, K] it follows that F(s + s, (@ V v),) = F(s + s, (Y V v)~) for all 
SE lO,KI. 
If F does not explicitely depend on t we can drop the indicating 7 in the 
notation @ -T Y. In genera1 r-equivalence does not imly ?-equivalence for 
r’ + r. For instance, this can happen if the delay depends on t. This 
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equivalence results in general in a strong reduction of different initial data 
which generate the same solution. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume hypotheses (Hl)-(H4). Then the following 
statements hold true: 
(i) For every (r, @) E D there exists T E (0, 03 1 and a mild solution 
x with initial data (r, @) and existence-interval 15,~ + T). 
(ii) The solution x in (i) is unique and remains unchanged, zf @ 
becomes replaced by Y, where @ -T Y. 
(iii) If T < co then either F(t, x,), r < t < r + T, is unbounded or x has 
a continuous extension onto [r, r + T], where (r + T, x, , ,.) 6? D. 
Proof (i) It is sufficient to prove that for every (r, @) E D, a number 
K > 0 and a mild solution x: Ir, r + KJ ++ E with initial data (r, @) exist. By 
standard arguments, (Hl)-(H4) imply that for every (r, @) E D sufficiently 
small numbers K > 0 and p > 0 exist such that the operator 
V(r, 0, v)(s) := (S(s) - I) Q(O) 
+ (’ S(s - A) F(r + 1, (@ V I?),~) d1, o<S<KK, (6) 
0 
defines a contraction V(r, @. +): B,,, t, B,,,. If ‘I,,@ denotes its fixed point, 
then x(t) := Q(O) + rl,,,(t - r), r < t < r + K, is a mild solution. 
(ii) Let x be a mild solution for the initial data (r, @) and y be a 
corresponding solution for the initial data (r, ‘u), where Y wT Cp. It is 
sufficient to prove x = y on every interval [r, r + T), where both solutions 
exist. Assume x f y on It, r + T) and let T’ E [0, T) be the largest number 
such that x = y on 15, r + Y) (note x(r) = y(r), since Yy-, @). Then 
X r, 7“ -T+ 7“ ’ I and hence V(r+T’,~,+,,,q)=V(r+T’,y~+,.,q) on 
IO, KI for al/k’; 0 and r] E C, such that both (r + T’ + s, (x,+~. V n),) and 
(5 + 7” + s, (yTtTI V q),) belong to D for all s E IO, K]. Thus for sufficiently 
small K > 0 we obtain from (H2)-(H4) that the functions q’(s) := 
x(r + T’ + s) - x(r + T’) and q*(s) := y(r $ T’ + s) - y(r + T’), 0 < s < K, 
satisfy 
11~’ - q211x = I/ V(r + T/,x,, r,, a’) - V(z + T’, Y~+~,,, n’)li, 
=I/V(r+T’,x,,,,,~‘)--(r+T’,x,+,,,rl*)Il. 
< lo?‘- )1Y, 
and hence vi = ‘1’. This, however, implies x = ~2 on [r, r + T’ + K], a 
contradiction to the maximality of T. 
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(iii) Let x be a mild solution with existence-interval [r, r + T), where 
T < co. Suppose s~p~&~, r+,- IIF(t, xl)11 < co. For all t E [t, r + r) and 
SE Ir,s+ T] define 
G(t, s) := S(t - s) F(s, x,). if s<s<t, 
.- .- 0, if tcs<T+r. 
Then from (Hl), (H3), (4), and the assumption that F is bounded, it follows 
that G is bounded on I?, r + T) x 15, r + T] and continuous on lr, r + T) X 
Ir. r + Tj\J, where J := ((t, s), t = s}. Since for every s E [r, r + T) the limit 
lim G(t, s) = S(r + T - s) F(s, x7) 
I-<+ I
exists, it follows from the representation 
.T + 1 
x(t) = S(t - 5) Q(O) + 1 G(t, s) ds, r<l<r+T, 
and Lebesgue’s convergence theorem that x(r + T) := lim,,,, r x(r) exists 
satisfying 
x(r + T) = S(T) Q(O) + ( S(r + T - s) F(s, xJ ds. (7) 
.‘TC.\C ri I 
If (r + T, .Y,+ ,) belongs to D then by a continuation argument employing 
statement (i) of Theorem 2.2, x could be continued as a mild solution beyond 
r + T, a contradiction to the maximality of T. 1 
When applying Theorem 2.2(iii) one should take care that the unboun- 
dedness of F(t, x,) for t + r + T does not necessarily imply that x becomes 
unbounded for t + r + T. However, the conclusion is valid if F is bounded on 
every set 
where (r, ‘P) are the initial data of the solution x and R > 0 is arbitrary. 
Of course, local existence and uniqueness of mild solutions follows from 
conditions which are weaker than the Lipschitz condition (H4). For instance, 
local existence (without uniqueness) follows from (H lt(H3) and the 
hypothesis that .S(t) is compact for all t > 0. However, practical examples 
were hypothesis (H4) is too strong are rare. 
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3. PERTURBATION OF MILD SOLUTIONS 
It is the purpose of this section to explain an easy calculus by which 
continuous dependence of mild solutions with respect to perturbations of the 
system and the initial data can be shown. We will be concerned with pertur- 
bations of the form 
i”(t) = A.~xqC) + F.,(t, x;,, x;\,= @.I @E/i), (8) 
where A is a parameter set, A,{: D, +P E are linear operators with dense 
domain D, c E, Fl has the type F,,: D w E, and (r.L, QA) are given initial 
data. We suppose A contains an element o which represents the unperturbed 
quantities such that x0 :=x, A, := A, & := F, D, := D,, , r, := r, and 
@,, := @. Furthermore it is assumed that A has a real valuation 1 e 1 satisfying 
10l=O and /AI>0 if AEA\(o}. Th en, given a family (v.\: 1 E A } in a 
topological space T, the notation lim,,, L’.~ = v, where v E T, means that for 
every neighborhood U,. a number 6 > 0 exists such that v.{ E U,. for all 1 
satisfying 11) < 6. In order to define the meaning of “perturbation of the 
initial data” let us assume D c iR X p, where PC Y is a topological vector 
space. Then one has to verify the following hypotheses: 
(HI’) A, is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup S,(t) := exp(A.,t) E L(E) for all A E A. For every fixed v EJ E and 
Y > 0 the set (S,%(t) L’: ;1 E A, 0 < t < Y) is bounded in E and lim,_, s,(t) v = 
S(t) c’ holds uniformly in t E [O, Y]. 
(H2’) For every (7, @) E D there exist a neighborhood U,., c R x ? 
and numbers K > 0 and p > 0 such that (s’ +s, (@’ V q),)E D for all 
(f, @‘I E UT.@’ s E [O, K], and q E B,,,. 
(H3’) Hypothesis (H3) holds forall 1 E A with F,l instead of F. 
(H4’) For every (5, @) E D there exist a neighborhood U,,, c R x p 
and numbers K and p according to (H2’) and a number L > 0 such that 
/I F,l(t’ + s, (@’ V q’)J - F,(t’ + s, (~0’ V $),)I1 < L /I q’ - q*/I, for all A E A, 
(5’3 @‘I E UT,*> s E [O, K], and vi E B,., (i = 1, 2). 
(H5’) For all (5, @) E D and E > 0 there exist 6 > 0 and a neighborhood 
U,,, c D such that II F.l(r’, @‘) - F(r, @)I1 <E for all (r’, @‘) E UT., and 1 
satisfying l/1 I < 6. 
(H6’) For all K > 0 the mapping (@, s, 7) b (0 V v),~ from ? X 
IO, K 1 X C, to P is continuous. 
Conditions on the operators A,k which result in (Hl’) are a main subject in 
the perturbation theory of linear C,-semigroups (cf. [ 11, 121). From (Hl’) 
and the uniform boundedness theorem it follows that the operatornorms 
/I/ S-,(t)lil are uniformly bounded for all /1 E /1 and t E 10, r], where I’ > 0 is 
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arbitrary. The hypotheses (H2’)-(H4’) imply (H2)-(H4) for F., instead of F. 
Thus, if (Hl’t(H4’) hold, there exists by Theorem 2.2 for all ,I E A a unique 
mild solution x1 of (8) with initial data (t,\, @,I) and existence-interval 
[TAY rA + r,), where T;\ E (0, co 1. Topologies on p for which (H6’) is 
satisfied have been analysed in [ 3, 9, 17, 181 for the special case X = E. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (Hl’)--(H6’) and let a mild solution x of (1) with 
initial data (5, @) E D and existence-interval [r, t + T) be given. Then for 
every family (rl, @,) E D (1 E A) such that lim,I,, (z,~, @.I) = (r, @) and 
lim I,+0 Qa,(0) = G(O) and for every T’ E (0, T) there exists a number 6 > 0 
such that, if 111 < 6, the mild solution x’ of (8) with initial data (rl, @.%) 
exists on the interval [rA, r,\ + T’] and satisfies lim,,, x.‘(r,l + s) = x(r + s) 
uniformly for all s E [O, T’ j. 
ProoJ Let T’ E (0, T) be given. Then for every t E [r, r + T’] there exists 
a neighborhood U, c D of (t, xI) and numbers K, > 0, pI > 0, 6, > 0, and 
L, > 0 such that 
(i) (t’ + s, (W V r]),) E D follows if (t’, @‘) E U,, s E [O, K,], and 
v E BK,.,,. 
(ii) N, := sup{]1 FA( t’ + S, (@’ ‘v’ ~),7)11: (t’, @‘) E u,, S E [o, K,], q E B 
KI,o,I AE A, IAl < 6,) < 03. 
(iii) IIFA(t' t s, (@' V II'),) - F.,(t' t s, (@' V r'>,>ll < L, /Iv - v211K, 
follows for all (t’, @‘) E U,, s E [0, K,], and q E B,,.,,. 
The statements (i) and (iii) follow directly from hypotheses (H2’) and (H4’), 
whereas the conclusion (ii) is a consequence of (H5’) and (H6’). Namely, 
given E > 0 and t E [r, r t T’], we can find a neighborhood VI c D of (t, x,) 
and a number 6, > 0 such that ]/ Fvi(r’, @‘)I1 < E + liF(r, @)II, if (r’, @‘) E V, 
and ]A/ < 6,. Since by (H6’) the mapping from R x ? x [0, K] x C, to 
R x ? defined by (r, @, s, q) tr (r t s, (@ V r]),) is continuous and takes 
(t, x,, 0,O) into (t, x,) there exists a neighborhood U, c D of (t, x,) and 
numbers K, > 0 and pI > 0 such that (t’ + s, (a’ V r/)0 E V, holds, if 
(r’, @‘) E U,, s E [0, K,], and ~7 E B,,.,,. This proves (ii). 
Observing that .F := ((t, xl): r < t < r f T’) c D is compact by (H6’) 
(note xt = (@ V v),.~~, r(s) := x(r + s) - x(r), 0 < s < T’) there exist finitely 
many numbers ti E [r, r + T’] (i = l,..., n) such that .x’ c 0;: , U,, := U. 
Now define K := min K,,, p := minpli, 6 := min a,,, N := max N,,, and L := 
max L,,. Then it follows that 
(t' + s, (@' V v).~) E D, II F,(t' + s, (@' V rl)Jll ,< N. and 
llF,t(t' t s, (@' V ~'1,) - F,(t' t s, (a' " v'>,~)11 < L I/v1 - v2/l+c 
for all (t’. @‘) E U, s E 10, K], A E A with ]A] < 6, and q, q’, v2 E B,,,. (9) 
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Let x1 denote the mild solution of (8) with initial dtata (rot, @.t) and 
existence-interval [r,, r.I + 7’,). Because of lim,+, ~~(5.~) = x(r) the 
following number r,, is well defined: 
To := sup(R E 10, T): there exists 6, > 0 such that r, > R holds, 
if 1 k / < a,, and lim,,, lW(7A +s)--4s + s>ll=O (IJIG &!) 
uniformly for all s E [ 0, R ] ). (10) 
The theorem is proved if we can show T, > T’. For this reason let us assume 
the contrary T,, ,< T’. Define M := sup(lJ),S,(t)lJ1: 2 E /i, 0 ,< t < K) and 
choose E E (O,p/(2 + M)). As (x(t + s): 0 <s < r,} is compact in E’, (Hl’) 
implies the existence of K” E (0, K] such that il(S,t(t) - I)x(t + s)ll < c for all 
I E IO, K,,], s E [O, T,,], and k E A. Define 
K , := min{lc,, @ - (2 + M) &)/(MN), 1/(2ML)} (11) 
and choose T, E (max(0, r,, - K, }, To), if T,, > 0, and T, := 0, if T,, := 0. As 
x(r + T,) = lim,,,, x.‘(s,\ + T,) by definition of To, we can select a,, E (0, S] 
such that 
Moreover, from (IO), (H6’), and the hypothesis lim,,,(q,, @.\) := (r, @) 
follows the existence of 6, E (0, a,] such that (rl + T,,xI,+~,) E U, if 
),I < 6,. Then we can prove T,l > T, + K, > r,, for all ,I satisfying IA/ < 6,. 
Assuming the contrary let 1’ E /i be given such that IA’ I < 6, and T.,’ < 
T, +KI. Since K, < K we conclude from (9) and Theorem 2.2(iii) the 
existence of s’ E (0, r, I - T,) such that r.“(s) := ~“‘(5,~ + T, + s) - 
x.’ ‘(r.II + T,) satisfies I/ $‘(s)I! < p for all s E [ 0, s’], where I( $‘(~‘)ll = p. 
Then from the equation 
$‘(s’) = (S,,(s’) -I) x(r + T,) + (S.,,(s’) - Z)(x-“(Q + T,) - x(t -t T,)) 
+ (' S,,(S' - o)F.~,(T.~. + T, + 0, (x,, , 7',V $'),)da 
"0 
together with (1 l), (12), and the choice of E follows the contradiction 
p<&+(l +M)E+s’MN<E(~+M)+K,MN<~. 
By the same argument we have shown /I $(s)ll ,< p for all s E [0, K, ] and 1 
satisfying 111 I < 6,. Hence, we obtain from (9) the conclusion 
(t, x:) E D and ilF,I(t, xf)Il ,< N for all t E [r.h + T,, r.l + T, + h:,] 
and /I E ,4 satisfying 1 /z I < 6,. (13) 
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Finally, we will prove lim,+, llx-'(rn + T, + s) -x(5 + T, + s)il = 0 
uniformly for all s E [O, K, 1. Then, because of T, t K, > To, we had reached 
a contradiction to the maximality of To. With the abbreviations 
f., := r.4 + T, , P+(S) := X"(f., + S)- X.'(t,), 0 < S < K,. 
Y., := .x>\, 
we obtain for all s E [O, K, ] and 1 E A such that /A1 < 6, the equation 
where 
(14) 
c’(s) := (S i(S) - so (s)) K (0) + (S,l(S) - OW,(O) - Ir/, (0)) 
t 1” (S.,(s - a) - S,, (s - a)) f-o (to + 0, (K ” m L,) da 
0 
+ 1.’ S,,(s - 4(F.\(b + 0. (u’, V v, I,,) - 4, (to + 0. (Y ” ‘1, )J) da. . 0 
From the definition of T,, and from hypothesis (H6’) we obtain 
lim 1-4 0y/,(O) = K (0) and lim,k,,(~.i + CJ, (y,, V V),) = (4, + 0, (E V I?“>,> 
for every u E IO, K,]. Thus (Hl’), (H5’), and the uniform boundedness of 
S,(t) for t E 10, K, ] and 1 E A, together with Lebesgue’s convergence 
theorem imply lim,,,, K’(S) = 0 uniformly for all s E [0, K, 1. From (H4’), 
(ll), and (14) (note K,ML<~) we conclude 1/7]*t--17°~1,,< 
2 maxoG,,., ~IE.~(s)I~ showing lim,t+, Il$ - q” IIK, = 0. Because of 
lim .I-0 ~.t(t,,) = x(tO ), it follows that lim,I,, lI~.‘(t,~ + s) - x(t, + s)lI = 0 
uniformly for 0 < s < rc, . I 
4. REGULARITY OF MILD SOLUTIONS 
In this section we will discuss some conditions which ensure that a given 
mild solution is a weakened or a strong solution. These conditions will 
consist of regularity conditions for the semigroup S, the initial data (5, Q), 
and for the source term F. Define 
E,, := (a E E: S(f)a ED,, holds for all t > 0). 
Then E, is a linear submanifold of E which contains D,, but E, may be 
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larger than D,. For instance, EA = E follows, if A is abstract parabolic (cf. 
[ 131). By standard arguments concerning the regularity of solutions of the 
linear inhomogeneous equation y(t) = Ay(t) + g(t) (cf. [ 13-161) we obtain 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let x be a mild solution of (1) with initial data (t, @) 
and existence interval [r, z + T). Suppose there exists a continuous function 
p: ]r, t + T) b E such that q(t, s) := F(t, xJ - F(s, x,) - s: p(a) do E D,, 
and Aq(t, s) is continuous for all (t, s) E R* such that z < t < r + T and 
0 < s < t. Then, if Q(O) E E,, x is a weakened solution. If in addition 
Q(O) E D, holds, x is a strong solution, 
This result does not seem to be too profound from the aspect of semilinear 
equations without functionals, but its application may be successful in the 
case of source terms with continuously distributed delay. An example is the 
following: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose F(t, y1 = G,(t, !P(O)) + G, (t, j’f!, K(t, U, 
!P(a) da), where G,, G,, K, and the initial function Q, satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(i) G,: [O, a~) x D, ++ D, and AG,: [0, a) x D, ++ E are 
continuous mappings, where D, c E, D, # 0. 
(ii) G,: [0, co) x E I--, E is continuously dtflerentiable. 
(iii) K: [0, 03) X (--co, 0] X D, t-+ E is continuous. 
(iv) For every r > 0 there exists a Lebesgue integrable function y,, 
from (-co, 0] into [0, a3) such that ]]K(t, u, w)]] < yO(u) follows if t E [0, r], 
u<O, and WED,. 
(v) The derivative (a/at) K(t, u - t, w) exists and is continuous for 
all t>O, u<O, and WED,. 
(vi) For every r > 0 there exists a Lebesgue integrable function y, 
from (-a, 0] into [0, co) such that ]i(a/at) K(t, u - t, w)]] < y,(u) for all 
t E [ 0, r], u < 0, and w E D,. 
(vii) CD: (--00, 0] tr D, is strongly Lebesgue measurable. 
(viii) Q(O) E E, holds. 
Then every mild solution with initial data (0, @) is a weakened solution. It is 
a strong solution I! condition (viii) is replaced by Q(O) E D, . 
Proof Let G,,,(t, v) := (a/at) G,(t, v) and G,,,,(t, v) := (a/&) G,(t, v). 
Then the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied with 
409/80/I I8 
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P(r):=iG, (qO K(07,x(t+u))du) 
-cc 
=$G, (r, (’ K(t, u - t, x(a)) do 
m ) 
K(t, u - t, x(u)) da 
K(t, u - t, x(u)) da 
X W, 0, x(r)> t r, ; K(t, u - t, x(u)) do), t>o. I 
Theorems 2.2 and 4.1 together do not generalize the existence theorem for 
strong solutions in the case of finite delay in [ 191. Such a generalization 
would require differentiation properties for F(t, !P) with respect to t and Y 
and therefore stronger restrictions of the topology of the domain D of F and 
the initial data. However, if A is abstract parabolic and what is more if A is 
the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup we can get along with 
weaker hypotheses on F and the initial functions. 
DEFINITION 4.3 [ 131. A is called abstract parabolic if the range of s(t) 
belongs to D, for all t > 0. 
Abstract parabolicity is equivalent to the statement that s(t) is infinitely 
Frichet differentiable for all t > 0 with respect to the operator norm, where 
the nth derivative can be written as S”‘)(t) = A”S(r) = (AS(f/n))” (cf. 
[ 11, 121). If A is abstract parabolic then S(t) admits an analytic extension 
intoacone (zEC:Rez>O,/argz]<6]with~E(O,n/2]ifandonlyifthe 
term t IIIWM remains bounded for t + 0+ (cf. [ 11-141). Abstract 
parabolicity enables us to give an a priori estimate for the local variation of 
a mild solution which depends only on the semigroup S and on the value 
Q(O) of the initial function. 
DEFINITION 4.4. y: [a, b] -+ E belongs to the class gs if a number N > 0 
exists such that 
II Y(f t h) - J4)ll < IIW) - 4 w - a> Y@)ll 
i 
b-a 
tN Ill S(s + h) - Will ds (15) o 
for all t E [a, b] and h E [0, b - t]. 
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LEMMA 4.5. If A is abstract parabolic and if x is a mild solution with 
initial data (t, @) and existence interval [r, t + T), then the restriction of x 
onto the domain [r., r + T’] belongs to the class 55” for every T E (0, T). 
Proof The lemma follows easily from (2) by observing that the mapping 
It, r + T’] 3 t h F(t, x,) E E is continuous and therefore bounded (cf. 
Detinition 1.1 (iii)). 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A be abstract parabolic and let y: [a, b] + E belong to 
the class @s. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) For every E E (0, b - a) there exists N > 0 such that 
11 y(t + h) - v(t)11 <N (]l]A~(s)Ill h + l;-’ ]I]S(s, + h) - S(s)]]] ds) (16) 
for all t E [a + E, b] and h E [0, b - t]. 
(ii) If for a certain 6 E (0, I] the term h-’ ]/S(h) y(a) - y(a)]] 
remains bounded for h -+ O+, then there exists N > 0 such that 
II y(t + h) - y(t)11 < N Ill W + h) - QIll ds (17) 
for all t E [a, b] and h E [0, b - t]. Ify( D,, we can choose 6 = 1. 
(iii) If S is analytic in a cone with angle 6 E (0, n/2], then there exist 
numbers R > 0 and h’ > 0 such that 
inmu lllS(s + h) - S(s)]]] ds < Rh max{ 1, -In h) 
‘0 
(18) 
for all h E (0, h’]. 
Proof (i) .The statement follows easily from the identity (S(h) -I) 
S(t -a) y(a) = jtAS(a) S(t -a) y(a) da = ltS(a + t --e-a’) AS(e) 
y(a) do by observing that AS(e) = S’(E) belongs to L(E). 
(ii) The statement is obvious by means of ]](S(h) - I) S(t - a) y(a)]] < 
Ills(t - aIll . II WbW -YWll and (15). 
(iii) There exists a number M > 0 such that ]]]A,S(t)]]] < Mt- ’ for all 
t E (0, b - a]. Hence, IllS(s + h) - S(s)]]] < si’” I]] S’(u)]]] da <M ln(s + h)/s, 
if s > 0. Repeated integration then yields (18). 
In particular, Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6(i),(iii) show that in the analytic case 
every mild solution with initial data (t, @) and existence-interval [t, T + T) is 
uniformly Holder continuous on compact subintervals of (r, T + T) and, if 
Q(O) E D,, even on compact subintervals of [r, r + 7’) where the Holder 
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exponent can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 (cf. [ 131). Now we can 
formulate the regularity conditions: 
DEFINITION 4.7. Assume A is abstract parabolic. Then we say that the 
regularity condition .9’0 holds for the source term F and the initial data 
(r, @), if for all T’ > 0 the following implication is true: 
If w: (-co, 7 + T’] wtx is given such that w, = @, (t, wt)E D, and 
w(t) E E for all t E [r, r + T’], and the restriction of w onto the domain 
[ 7, r + T’] belongs to the class 55”, then for every E E (0, T’) there exists a 
continuous function q,: 10, T’] t-+ [0, co) such that s,” IIIAS(t)lll q,(t) dt < co 
and ]]F(t’, w,,) - F(t, w,)ll < q,(] t’ - tl) for all t’, t E [r + a, 7 + T’]. 
We say that the regularity condition 9, holds if So holds and, in 
addition, Q(O) E D, and q, can be chosen independent of a. 
Then the main result of this chapter is the following: 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose A is abstract parabolic and x is a mild solution 
of (1) with initial data (z, @). Then x is a weakened solution if the regularity 
condition s0 holds, and a strong solution if9, holds. 
Proof. By means of Lebesgue’s convergence theorem we deduce from 
Lemma 4.5 together with the regularity condition 9’,, that 
i(s) := j-‘AS(a)(F(7 + s, x,+~) - F(7 + s - u, x,+,-J) da, O<s<T, 
0 
is well defined and continuous. If 9, holds, (I” has a continuous extension 
onto the whole interval [0, T). As 
qo(s) := 1’ AS(a) F(t + s, x,, s ) da = (S(s) - Z) F(t + s, x, +,) 
0 
is continuous for 0 < s < T, we conclude that 
q’,(s) := 1’ AS(s - a) F(7 + u, x,+,) du = &o(s) - q(s) 
0 
is continuous for s E (0, T) in case of so and for s E [0, T) in case of 5%‘i. 
Since A is closed, it follows that I‘S S(s - u) F(r + u, x,+~) do E D, and 
A(]; S(s - u) F(7 + u, x r+O) do) = g,(s). Hence, for all s E (0, r>, x(t + s) = 
S(s) G(O) + I; S(s - a) F(z + u, x T +0) da belongs to D, and Ax(7 + s) = 
AS(s) Q(O) + e,(s) = S’(s) @(O) + @,(s) is continuous for all s E (0, T) and 
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even for all s E [O, 7) in case of SZ’, . Observing that for all t E (5, r t Z) and 
h E (0, r t T - t) the equation 
h- ‘(x(t + h) - x(t)) = h- ‘(S(h) - I) x(t) 
+h-’ h ! S(h - o) F(t + u, x,, ,) da 
-0 
holds, we conclude for all t E (5, r + T) the existence of the right Frechet 
derivative i+(t) such that 
i+(t) = Ax(t) + qt, XJ, (19) 
where in case of 3, the existence of i+(t) and (19) can be verified for all 
t E [ 7,7 + T>. As the right-hand side of (19) is continuous, we conclude that 
i+(t) is already the Frtchet derivative i(t). This proves the theorem. 1 
Some interesting special cases of Theorem 4.8 if S is analytic are given in 
the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose S is analytic in a cone with angle 8 E (0, n/2] 
and F has the form F(t, !P) = G(t, !P(O), j?m K(t, o, !F(u)) da), where G, K, 
and the initial function @ satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) G: [O, co) x Do x E w E is locally Holder continuous. 
(ii) K: 10, a) x (-co, 0] x Do ++ E is strongly Lebesgue measurable 
and locally bounded. 
(iii) For all T’ > 0 there exists a Lebesgue integrable function y. from 
t--(13,01 to 10, 03) such that ]]K(t, u, p)]] < ye(u), tf t E [0, T’], u < -t, and 
PED,. 
(iv) For all T’ > 0 there exist numbers L, > 0, 6, E (0, 11, and a 
Lebesgue integrable function y,: (---co, 0] +-+ [0, a~) such that IIK(t’, u + 
t-t’,p)-K(t,u,p)]J<L,]t’-t]6’~l(u), zf u<O, O<t<t’<T’, and 
PED,. 
(v) @: (-m, 0] ++ Do is strongly Lebesgue measurable. 
Then if D := [0, 00) x {Y: (-a,01 w Do, Y is strongly Lebesgue 
measurable) every mild solution with initial data (0, @) is a weakened 
solution. It is a strong solution tf in addition Q(O) E D, holds. 
Proof Let a function w be given according to Definition 4.7. Then by 
Lemma 4.6(i),(iii) w(t) is uniformly Holder continuous on compact subin- 
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tervals of (0, T’] and even on [0, T’] if 0(O) E D,. From conditions (ii)-(v) 
it follows by a standard analysis that 
v(t) := 1.‘) K(C, u, w(t + a)) da = \’ K(t, C-J - t, w(o)) do 
. 3c: . -cc 
is uniformly Holder continuous for t E [0, T’ 1. As the sets (w(t): 0 < t < T’ ) 
and (v(t): 0 < t < T’} are compact in E, we obtain from condition (i) that 
F(t, w,) = G(t, w(t), v(t)) is uniformly Holder continuous on compact subin- 
tervals of (0, T’] and on [0, T’], if Q(O) E D, , Thus 55’0 holds and 9, holds 
if in addition Q(O) E D,. The corollary therefore follows from 
Theorem 4.8. 1 
Corollary 4.9 generalizes a result of Pri.iss [ 16, Satz 6.31. A quite different 
situation occurs in the following case: 
COROLLARY 4.10. Suppose S is analytic in a cone with angle 6 E 
(O,rr/2 ] and F has the form F(t, Y) := G(t, Y(O), ul(-l)), where G and the 
initial function Q, satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) G: [0, co) x D,?, w E is locally Holder continuous. 
(ii) There exists 6, E (0, 1 J such that h-“” /I S(h) Q(O) - @(O)(l 
remains bounded for h -+ O+. 
(iii) @ is continuous in 1-1, 0] and Holder continuous in (-1, 01. 
Then if the domain D of F is defined as before every mild solution with 
initial data (0, @) is a weakened solution. If instead of (ii) and (iii) the 
stronger conditions 
(ii’) Q(O) E D, , 
(iii’) 0 is Holder continuous in 1-1, 0] 
hold then every mild solution with initial data (0, @) is a strong solution. 
Proof: The main argument is that by Lemma 4.6(ii) and (iii) every 
function w in Definition 4.7 is uniformly Holder continuous for t E [0, T’] 
which by the hypothesis (i) implies that F(t, w,) = G(t, w(t), w(t - 1)) is 
Holder continuous in (0, T’]. If the stronger conditions (ii’) and (iii’) hold, 
F(t. w,) is Holder continuous even in [0, T’]. m 
In the following case the past history of the initial function has no 
influence on the solution. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Suppose S is analytic in a cone with angle 8 E 
(0,421 and F has the form F(t, !P) := G(t, Y(O), !P(-a(t) t)), where 
a: 10, Go)++ [O,l] and G: [0, co) x 0: tt E are locally Holder continuous. 
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Then every mild solution with initial data (0, @), where @ E Y satisfies 
Q(O) E D,, is a weakened solution. If, in addition, @p(O) E D, , it is a strong 
solution. (D := [0, co) X {@ E Y: Q(O) E Do}.) 
Proof The statement follows easily from Theorem 4.8 and Lemma 4.6, 
where F(t, w,) = G(t, w(t), ~((1 - a(t)) t)) for every function w in 
Definition 4.7. m 
5. RELATIVE COMPACTNESS OF BOUNDED ORBITS 
In the following we will be interested in conditions which ensure that the 
orbit of a given mild solution x of (1) with initial data (t, @) and existence 
interval [r, uo) is relatively compact. By the orbit of x we mean the set 
T(x) := (x,: t > 7) c Y. 
The next theorem gives sufficient conditions which guarantee that T(x) can 
be embedded into a topological vector space Y which is a linear subspace of 
Y such that the relative compactness of 
I-,(x) := {x(t): t > 7) c E 
implies that T(x) is relatively sequentially compact in Y. This property is 
sufficient for an arbitrary Liapunov functional being continuous on the 
closure of T(x) in Y to have an absolute minimum on T(x), which is assumed 
on the w, limit set. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let x be a mild solution of (1) with initial data (7, 0) 
and existence interval [T, a~). Let Y be a topological vector space which is a 
linear subspace of Y. Suppose @ and Y have the following properties: 
(i) The space Cb of all bounded uniformly continuous functions from 
(--co, 0] to E is a linear subspace of P. 
(ii) If Cb is endowed with the supremum norm, the inclusion Cb tr Y 
is continuous. 
(iii) DeJine V, := (y E Cb: y(0) = 0, supSGO /I y(s)11 < r}. Then for 
every r > 0 and for every neighborhood % of o in I’ there exists a number 
R > 0 only depending on r and B such that (y V [O]), E % for all y E V,. 
(the symbol [0] stands for the constant function [O](s) := 0 E E, s I>/ 0) and 
A>R. 
(iv) t H (@ V [Oj)l defines a continuous map from [0, a) to Y. 
(v) lim,,,(@ V [Oj)l = [Q(O)] holds in Y, where [@(O)](s) := Q(O) 
for s < 0. 
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Then T(x) E p and ifT,(x) is relatively compact in E and {F(t, xJ: t > t) is 
bounded it follows that T(x) is relatively sequentially compact in I? 
Proof For all t > r we have the representation 
I + Y(“, (20) x, = (@ ” PI),-, - l@(O) 
where y”’ E Cb is given by 
y”‘(S) := Q(O), if s< -t + 5, 
:= x(t + s), if -t + z < s < 0. 
Thus from (20) together with conditions (i), (ii), (iv), and the continuity of 
x(t) for t > T it follows that x, E P for all t > r and the continuity of the map 
r < t H X, E r’. Thus, given a sequence t, * co (t, > t), it remains to prove 
that the sequence x,,, contains a subsequence converging in I? The represen- 
tation (20) together with condition (v) shows that we may only seek a 
convergent subsequence of the bounded sequence w, :=Y(‘~‘. For this reason 
we will at first show that x(t) is uniformly continuous for all t > z. Let 
h,, > 0 be given and define 
MO := o;;;b, Ill W)lll and M, := sup I/F@, x,>ll. - b />I 
Since T,,(x) is compact in E, 6(h) := SUP[>~ Il(S(h) -I) x(t)/1 satisfies limha+ 
6(h) = 0. Therefore the equation x(t + h) = S(h) x(t) + s; S(h - A) 
F(t + 1, x,+.%) dll yields IIx(t + h) - x(t)lJ < 6(h) + hM,M, for all t > 0 and 
h E [0, h,] showing the uniform continuity of x(t) for t > r. Thus 
Ambrosetti’s compactness theorem together with the compactness of T,(x) 
yields that for every R > 0 the restrictions of the family {w, , n E N } onto the 
domain [-R, 0] form a relatively compact subset of C([-R, 01, E). By a 
standard diagonalization procedure we exchange a subsequence, say (w,}, 
and W E C* such that ( wn) converges uniformly to d on every compact 
subinterval of (-a, O]. We will prove lim,,, w, = W in the topology of I? 
For this reason let us for any w E Cb and R > 0 introduce the auxiliary 
functions (w); E Cb and (w),’ E Cb by 
(w),(s) := w(-R + s) - w(-R) for s < 0, 
(w),‘(s) := w(-R), if s G-R, 
:= w(s), if -R<s<O. 
Then for every R > 0 and w E Cb we obtain the representation 
w = ((w), ” lOI), + (w>,’ * (21) 
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Now let P be an arbitrary neighborhood of 8 in r’ and choose a 
neighborhood ?’ of c” in p such that 7’:” + 7 1 + 7“ c 3. Since (w,,} is 
bounded, condition (iii) guarantees the existence of R, > 0 such that 
-((4x,, ” IO IL,, E 7 and ((w,);,, V [O]),i, E 7’ for all n E N. (22) 
As (PC,),+,, converges uniformly to (W);,, in C”, we can by (ii) find a number 
n,, E bJ such that 
@A,, - w;,, E “/ .? if n>n,,. (23) 
From (2 1 t(23) we obtain for all n > n, 
‘V,, = w + W,JR,, ” Pl>R,, - (W,, ” P1h,i + (WJ,‘,, 
-(w),‘,,Ew+i*‘+7’+P‘cw+P, 
finishing the proof. 1 
By Theorem 5.1 we will be interested in conditions that I’,(x) is relatively 
compact in E. For this reason let a measure a of non-compactness be given 
which is defined on all bounded subsets of E and has its range in [O, co). 
Suppose that c-r has the following properties: 
u is invariant by transition to the closure and the convex hull: 
a(Z) = a(Z) = a(cu(Z)) for all bounded Z c E, 
CI is monotone: 
4Z,) ,< a(Z,> if Z, c Zz and Z, is bounded, 
a is additive: 
4Z, + Zd < a@,> + @A for all bounded Z,, Zz c E, 
a is sublinear: 
4HZ) < IllHIll a(Z) for all bounded Z c E and HE L(E), 
a is non-trivial: 
a@,) > 0 if dimE=oo (E,:=(vEE:llz~1<1}), 
a is definite: 
a(Z) = 0 iff Z is relatively compact in E. 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
4OY!XO , 14 
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Standard examples for a measure a of non-compactness satisfying 
(24t(29) are the Kuratowski measure 
ah(Z) := inf{r > 0: Z is the union of finitely many sets 
with diameter <Y) 
and the Hausdorff measure 
a,,(Z) := inf( r > 0: there exists a finite set C c E 
such that Z c C + rE,}. 
The measures a,, and a,, are connected by the relation (cf. 1231) 
a,,(Z) < a, W < %,W. 
In the next theorem we will be concerned for the present with the special 
case that s(t) is compact for all t > 0. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let x be a mild solution of (1) with initial data (5, @) 
and existence interval [r, co) such that T,,(x) and {F(t, x,): t > r) are 
bounded. Then, if S(t) is compact for ever)? t > 0, it follows that T,(x) is 
relativelL> compact in E. 
Proof: Since x: Ir, co) t, E is continuous, every finite segment {x(t): 
r ,< t < r + h), where 0 < h < 03, is compact in E. Thus for arbitrary h > 0 
we obtain from the equation 
x(r + h) = S(h) x(t) + I-h S(h - A) F(t + A, x, , .l) dA 
. 0 
(30) 
together with properties (25)-(29) of the measure a the estimate 
a(f,(x)) < a((x(t): r < t < 5 + h}) + a((x(t + h): t > z)) 
<a(S(h)T,,(x))+a .hS(h-L)F(t+A,x,+,i)dAt>? 
ii, -0 
< hM,M, a(E,), (31) 
where MO and M, are chosen such that /llS(o)lll < MO for all CJ E [0, h ] and 
11 F(t, x,)11 GM, for all t > r. Since h > 0 was arbitrary, (31) shows 
a(I’,(x)) = 0. Thus by (29) it follows that T,(x) is relatively compact. 1 
In the general case, where S(t) is not necessarily compact for all t > 0, we 
require the a-contraction number P(t) of S(t), defined by 
/3(t) := inf(q > 0: a(S(t) Z) < qa(Z) for all bounded Z c E}. 
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LEMMA 5.3. The following statements hold: 
6) P(t) < Ill s(t)lll for all t Z 0. 
(ii) P(t, + tz) <P(t,)/3(t2)for all ti 2 0, i = 1, 2. 
(iii) Zf S(t) is continuous in the uniform operator topology for all t > 0 
then /3(t) is continuous for all t > 0. 
(iv) If there exists a splitting A = A, + K with compact K E L(E) then 
/I(t) = ,8(,(t) follows, where Do(t) denotes the a-contraction number of S,(t) := 
exp(A,G 
Proof: (i) The statement follows from (27) together with the definition 
of P(t). 
(ii) The statement is a consequence of the semigroup property of S. 
(iii) For arbitrary ti > 0 (i = 1, 2) and for all bounded subsets Z c E 
(2 # 0) we obtain from (26) 
4W*) a < 4w, 1 Z) + 4(W) - stt, )) a 
From this we get with aid of (27) 
4WJ Z) < @VI> Z) + Ill W> - +,>lll 4Z>3 
which by exchanging of ti and dividing by a(Z) shows 
IPW -P@,I < IIIWA - W,)lll. 
Since S was supposed to be continuous in the uniform operator topology for 
all t > 0, this inequality proves the statement. 
(iv) Let c’ E D,, = D,,,,, be given. Then we obtain for all t > 0 the 
representation 
S(t) v - S,(t) v = .‘I $ [ S,(t - s) S(s)] v ds 
= fi [-S,(t - s) A,,S(s) + S,(t - s) AS(s)] v a’s 
‘0 
= r ’ S,(t - s) KS(s) v ds, (32) 
‘0 
where the linear operator E 3 v ct 1: S,(t - s) KS(s) v ds belongs to L(E) 
and is compact for all t 2 0. Since S(t) and S,(t) also belong to L(E) and 
D I is dense in E, from (32) follows the equation 
S(t) v - S,(t) v = 1’ S,(t - s) KS(s) u ds 
‘0 
for all v E E. (33) 
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From (33) we conclude a(s(t) Z) = a(S,(t) Z) for all bounded subsets Z of 
E showing P(t) =/I,,(t) for all t > 0. 1 
Statement (iv) of Lemma 5.3 shows that the a-contraction number P(t) of 
S(t) depends only on the “essential part” of A, i.e., /I(t) remains unchanged if 
A is replaced by A Q, where Q := I - P and P denotes the spectral-projection 
due to an arbitrary finite subset of the spectrum of A which consists only of 
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. In order to get a good estimate for /3(t) 
according to Lemma 5.3(i) and (iv), one has to cut off suffkiently large 
compact parts from A and then tind an estimate for ~ll,S,(t)~l~ = 
lIlexp((A - K) f)lll. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let x be a fixed mild solution of (1) with initial data 
(7, @) and existence-interval [r, 00). Assume the following: 
(i) S(t) is continuous with regard to the untform operator topology 
for all t > 0. 
(ii) There exists h > 0 such that P(h) < 1. 
(iii) T,,(x) and (F(t, x,): t > 7) are bounded. 
(iv) There exists a number L > 0 such that the following implication is 
true: If x(t) is untformly continuous in t for t > 5 then 
(VI inf 
h>O.D(h)< I 
L I’h&s)ds + (1 -P(h)))’ < 1. 
. o 
(35) 
Then T,(x) is relatively compact in E. 
Proof Let h > 0 be given such that P(h) < 1. From the equation 
x(t + h) = S(h) x(t) + lh S(h - A) F(t + 1, x,+.~) d& 
-0 
t > 5. 
and (26), follows using the abbreviation a0 := a(T,(x)) 
a0 <P(h) a0 + a 
1 
[” S(h - A) F(t + 1, x,,.~) d1: t > 5 . 
i 
(36) 
-0 
Define G := a(F(t, x,): t > t). We state 
a 
i.i 
h S(h - I) F(t + ,I (37) 
0 
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In order to prove (37) let us introduce the abbreviation 
g”‘(l) := F(t + A, Xr+J, tar, O<A<h. 
By hypothesis (iii) we can find a number M > 0 such that 
II d’V)ll < kf for all t > r and A. E [O, h]. 
Then for all n E N and t > r one obtains by partition of the interval [0, h] 
with gridpoints Ai := ih/n (i = 0, l,..., n) 
n-1 
(” S(h -A) g”‘(l) dl = F- S(h - Ai+ ,) 
-.I,,, 
“0 ,z 
1 g”‘(A) dL + R;‘, 
” .I, 
where 
(S(h - ,I) - S(h - Ai+ ,)) g”‘(A) dA 
satisfies 
n-1 
llR~‘/IG&,:=~ z. ;lx~A III~~~-~~-~~~-~i+,>lll~ /\ . ,+I 
Hypothesis (i) yields lim,,, 6, = 0. Because of 
!J 
*“‘g”‘(il)dkt>r =$cclg”‘(n):~i~ncii+,,t~r), 
.I I I 
we obtain from (24) (25), (27), and (29) 
a 
I 
.3i.‘g(t’(i)dkt>s 4$aig”‘(~):~i~~~ni+,,t~r~~Xa. 
. A, I 
Hence (38)-(40) show 
a 
!i 
‘S(h-A)g(‘)(A)dA:t>s 
‘0 I 
< ~~‘ii(h-ii+,)$a+s,,a(E,). 
i-0 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
Since by Lemma 5.3(i) and (iii) the function /3(s) is bounded and continuous 
for s > 0, estimate (37) follows from (41) by passing over to the limit for 
n+ co. 
In order to obtain an estimate for 6 we will first prove that x is uniformly 
continuous for t > r. Given 6 > 0 it is sufficient to show the uniform 
continuity for all t > t + 6. Define 
Ro := ye IIx(t>liz , MO := oyl, lll~(~>lll~ , . 
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Then for all numbers t’ and t such that t + 6 < t < t’ < t + 6 we get 
x(t)=s(a)x(t-s)+j"s(ii-n)F(t--6+~,x,,+.,)d~ (42) 
0 
and 
x(t’)=S(t’-t)x(t)+ i’ -fS(t’-t+i)F(t+l,x,+.,)dA 
‘0 
= S(S + t’ - t) x(t - 6) 
+ jhS(6+t’-t-1)F(t-6+~,xi-,+.,)di. 
‘0 
+- 
s(t’ - t + A) F(t + A, x,+.1) dk. 
-0 
(43) 
Subtracting (42) from (43) we arrive at the estimate 
II-W - x(t)lI < III S(d + f - t) - s(ml Ro 
+ M f IllS(S + t’ - t - n> - S(6 - A)111 dA +It’ - t 1 MOM, ‘0 
which by hypothesis (i) and Lebesgue’s convergence theorem proves the 
uniform continuity of x. 
Thus we can apply estimate (34) which together with (36) and (37) shows 
(1 -P(h)) a0 < L !‘” P(s) ds . a,. 
0 
(44) 
Since h was an arbitrary number satisfying /I(h) < 1, (44) and (35) together 
imply a, = 0. 1 
Hypothesis (i) of Theorem 5.4 holds if A is abstract parabolic even if S(t) 
is not compact for any t > 0 (cf. 4.3). The most difficult steps in the 
application of Theorem 5.4 are the verification of hypothesis (iv) and the 
computation of a suffkiently small number L 2 0. Therefore we will attach 
two lemmata giving some ideas on how to prove hypothesis (iv). 
LEMMA 5.5. Let x be a mild solution of (1) with initial data (s, 0) and 
existence-interval [T, a) such that T,(x) is bounded. Suppose 
(a) [r,oo)XT(x)cD, 
(b) lim,-, supt,>t IIW, x,> -m x,)ll = 0, 
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(c) there exists L > 0 such that for every E > 0 a number T > 0 can be 
chosen satisfying 
IIW’, x,,) -J-Q’, x,>ll < E + L pm$;<o IIW + s) - x(t + s>ll (45) 
for all t’ > t and t > 5 + T. 
Then hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 5.4 holds with a = aK and the same number 
L as in (45). 
Proof Suppose x is uniformly continuous for t > r. For given E > 0 
choose T > 0 according to (c). Then 
Q, := { [-T, 0] 3 s t+ x(t + s): t > t + T} c C( [-T, 0], E) 
is equicontinuous and bounded. Thus 
Gl,(%) = a&(4) (46) 
follows, where UK denotes the Kuratowski measure of LI, in C([-T, 01, E) 
with respect to the maximum norm and aK the corresponding measure in E 
(cf. [23]). There exist finitely many subsets Ni c [t + T, 00) (i = 1, 2,..., n) 
such that [r + T, co)= UyzI Ni and for all iE {l,..., n} the following 
implication holds: 
t’, t E Ni * JIy~<o Ilx(t’ + s) - x(t + s>ll < q&J,) + E. (47) , . 
By condition (b) we find a number F> r + T such that 
II W’, 4 - m xt>ll <& if t’ > t > t: (48) 
Define 
vi := {I;(& x,): s E Ni f-l [E co)}, i = l,..., n. 
Then for every i E (l,..., n} such that Viz0 and for all t’,tEN,O [c oo) 
such that t’ > t we obtain from (45k(48) 
IIW’, XI,> -WY -q)ll < IIW, XI,> - W’, x,>ll + IIW’, x,) -m x,)ll 
< (2 + L) E + LaArdx)>, 
showing 
aK{F(t, x,): t > r} ,< (2 + L) E + La,(T,(x)). (49) 
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Since F(t, x0 is continuous in t by Definition 1. l(iii), we have 
a,{F(t, x,): t > 7) = a,{F(t, x,): t > t;‘, 
which together with (49) shows hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 5.4. 1 
LEMMA 5.6. Let x be a mild solution of (1) with initial data (z, @) and 
existence-interval [z, a~) such that T,,(x) is bounded. Suppose F(t,x,) = 
G(t, x(t), xI) holds for all t > 5, where G: [z, co) x E x Z(x) +-+ E has the 
following properties: 
(a) There exists T> 0 such that {G(t, a, xJ: t > 5 + T} is relatively 
compact in E for all a E E. 
(b) In addition there exists a number L > 0 such that 
II W, 6, x,> - GO, a, x,)11 < L II b - a Ii 
for all t > 7 + T and a, b E E. 
Then hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 5.4 holds with a = an and the same number 
L as in (b). 
ProoJ . Let E > 0 be given and choose finitely many elements m, E E 
(i = l,..., n) such that T,(x) c Ul,,(mi + (a,, + E) E,) with au := a,,(Z,,(x)). 
Since the sets 
Ci := {G(t, mt, X,): t > 7 + T} 
are relatively compact by condition (a) and for every t > 5 + T a number j 
exists satisfying 
II G(f, x(t), x,) - G(t, mj, x,)11 <L 11x(t) - m/Ii <W+, + 8) 
by condition (b), we obtain 
{F(t, x,): t > r + T} = {G(t, x(t), x~): t > r + T} 
n 
c u Ci+L(a,+E)EI. 
i=l 
From this together with properties (25)-(27) and (29) of IX we get 
a,,(F(t, x,): t > t} = a,{F(t, x,): t > 7 + T} < L(a, + E) (note a,(E,) = 1). 
This proves the lemma as E > 0 was arbitrary. 1 
We close this section with an application of Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 5.6. 
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EXAMPLE 5.7. Consider the partial functional-differential equation 
; x(t, l) = d (-~(1, Q + !o’ s(ti s) x(6 s> ds) 
where d > 0 and q, y,f, p are subjected to the following conditions: 
(1) 9: 10, II2 w 10, 00) is Lebesgue integrable in its second argument 
for every fixed first argument such that lim ls+I .fA I s(r’, s) - s(t, s>l ds = 0 and 
1: q(<, s) ds = 1 for all r E [O, I]. 
(2) y: R F+ [O, co) is continuous and bounded. 
(3) f: [ 0, I]’ F+ R is continuously partial differentiable and f‘(0, /3) = 
f( 1, p) = 0 hold for all p E [O, 11. 
(4) p: [O, 11’ x (-co, O] ++ [0, co) is bounded such that p(& ., . IS 
Lebesgue integrable on [O, ‘1 x (-mo1, lim, ,+ j”,j:,lN,s A- 
~(5, s, a)] ds da = 0, and [” I loci J‘ip(& s, a) ds dcr = 1 hold for all c E [O, ; 1. 
(5 1 lim,+, + SUPtc[a.~l .f:, j”: lP(t, S, 0 - h) - P(& S, O>i dS da = 0 
holds. 
Let X:=L,([O, l], R), E := C([O, 11, R), and D := R x9, where @ 
consists of all Lebesgue measurable functions Y: (-co, 0] x 10, 1 ] t--, 10, 1 ] 
such that ul(0, .) belongs to E. Then by the identifications 
x(f)(r) := 44 0, 
Eq. (50) assumes the form (1) with 
W)(C;) := -Cd - 4 u(r) + d i’ 4(5, s> V(S) ds, 
-0 
u E E, 
and 
qt, q(r) := y(t)f ~(0, r), 1, .i,’ p(l, s, 0) WA s) ds do) - ~!-WA 0 
where A E R is an arbitrary number for our disposal. It is not difficult to 
show that the conditions (lk(5) imply hypotheses (Hl)-(H3). Thus since 
A E L(E) and 8x(& <)/at > 0 (GO) if x(s, 0 E [0, 1] for s < t and xi,& r) = 0 
(=I), we conclude that for every @ E 9? and r E R a unique strong solution 
x of (1) with initial data (5, @) and existence-interval [t, co) exists. We will 
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be interested in conditions that T,(X) = {x(t, .) E E: t > r) is relatively 
compact. Since A + (d - ,I) I E L(E) is compact, the a,-contraction number 
PH(f) of S(t) = exp(At) can be explicitely computed by Lemma 5.3, namely, 
P”(l) = &?‘-’ d’f. t > 0. (51) 
Hence hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 5.4 holds if 1 < d. In order to verify 
hypothesis (iv) with the aid of Lemma 5.6, define fi R * t-+ R by 
fla,P>:=f(a,/J> if a,PE IO, 11, 
:= f (cl, 0) if a E 10, 11 and /I < 0, 
:= f(a, 1) if a E [O, l] and p > 1, 
.- .- 0 otherwise, 
and 
for all t > z, u E E, and YE f(x). As f is bounded and satisfies a global 
Lipschitz condition, it follows from the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli that the 
family of all functions G(t, a, xl)(r) (r E [0, l]), where t > t, is relatively 
compact in E for every fixed a E E which proves condition (a) of 
Lemma 5.6. In order to prove condition (b) define 
jj := lim ;up y(t). 
+ 
Let E > 0 be given and choose T> 0 such that 
for all t > r + T, (52) 
where Y, := y+ E. Then from condition (3) and the definition of? follows 
that hypothesis (b) of Lemma 5.6 holds with 
It remains to verify hypothesis (v) of Theorem 5.4. From (5 1) follows that 
the inequality (35) is equivalent to the condition 
L+J<d. (54) 
’ Note. max ,.o,ro.llL(a~B)>O~ min ,.nelo.ll.L(a,P) < 0 by condition (3). 
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Thus if we suppose 
it follows from (53) that we can always satisfy the inequality (54) for 
sufficiently small .z > 0 by the choice 
Hence from Theorem 5.4 follows that condition (55) is sufficient for f,(x) to 
be relatively compact in E. 
Let P consist of all essentially bounded Lebesgue measurable functions Y 
on (-m,O] X (0, l] such that Y(0, .) E E with the seminorm 
where k: (-US, 0] E+ [0, 03) is a given Lebesgue integrable function. Thus if 
di E P the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. It follows that T(x) is 
relatively compact in 9. 
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